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APIAR SCHOLARSHIPS:

APIAR is delighted to announce a 
competition for best papers.

Entries will be judged on the quality of the 
paper, including the presentation. Only 

registered participants in the conference are 
qualified to apply. 

The winner(s) will receive the conference 
registration fee waived for the very next 

conference organised by APIAR.

The prize is non-negotiable and no monetary 
alternative will be available.

ABOUT ADELAIDE:

Adelaide offers all the advantages of a 
cosmopolitan city without the problems of a very 
big city. The Mediterranean climate, ease of 
access, affordable entertainment, high-quality 
accommodation and excellent shopping, are 
among the attractions that made conference 
delegates name Adelaide as "the perfect 
conference city".

Adelaide presents the perfect opportunity for 
relaxation and enjoyment. Here, you can discover 
the local gourmet cuisine and famed regional 
wines as well as enjoying a range of social events 
and adventure trips. The unique wildlife parks, 
clean and beautiful beaches, the vibrant cafés, 
great dining, the riverboats and dolphin cruises all 
make Adelaide an excellent holiday destination for 
all ages.

The city provides the ideal opportunity to pursue 
your professional development and, at the same 
time, to enjoy everything the city has to offer at 
GCHTSM-2019.

1st Global Conference on Hospitality, 
Tourism and Sports Management APIAR is keen to build research collaboration 

with academics of proven research 
backgrounds. We welcome academics who have 
already published in top-ranked journals to 
submit their research proposal (500 words 
maximum) for further consideration. Ideally, 
research problem(s) and methodology as well as 
theoretical and practical contributions, should all 
be mentioned in the proposal. We are looking 
forward to receiving research proposals from 
top-notch researchers.

RESEARCH COLLABORATION

(GCHTSM- 2019)
Adelaide, South Australia



‘Asia Pacific Handbook of Contemporary Research’ 
is a thorough collection of academic research on 

different areas. Please submit your book chapter to 
be included in the volume, 2. Details can be found on 

our website. 

All submitted papers will be peer reviewed and 
published in the conference proceeding to promote the 

prominent (and emerging) voices within your field of 
research.

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

All of the accepted papers (i.e., high standard) can 
be published (i.e., conditions apply) without any 
extra fees in the following online journals:

· Asia Pacific Journal of Advanced Business and 
Social Studies (APJABSS) (ISSN: 2205-6033)
· Asia Pacific Journal of Contemporary Education and 
Communication Technology (APJCECT) 
(ISSN: 2205-6191)

HANDBOOK PUBLICATIONIMPORTANT DATES

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
PROFESSOR ADRIAN FRANKLIN
University of South Australia, Australia.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
DR ELGIN ONG

Rhinovo Pte Ltd, 
International Branding Expert 

& Renowned Public Speaker, Singapore.

The 1st Global Conference on Hospitality, 
Tourism and Sports Management (GCHTSM) will 
be held on 2nd & 3rd of August 2019 in Adelaide, 
Australia. The main theme of this conference is 
‘Success through Synergy’. The conference will 
cover every topic from the areas of Hospitality, 
Tourism and Sports Management. Research 
active scholars from different countries will 
participate in the event to present their latest 
research and best practices.

 WELCOME 
TO GCHTSM - 2019

The organising committee of GCHTSM- 2019 kindly 
requests all the authors of the accepted papers to 
register latest by the regular registration deadline, 
otherwise the accepted papers may not be included 
in the conference proceedings for GCHTSM - 2019.
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Early Bird 
Payment

Regular
Payment

Student*

Academic

Industry Professional

Co-Author

Publication Only

Participation Only

USD $250 USD $300

USD $300 USD $350

USD $300 USD $350

USD $275 USD $325

USD $200 USD $250

USD $275 USD $325

* Needs to provide proof of full-time student status.
• Co-Author's payment is applicable only when the first 
  author has registered.
• Management can cancel any registration without 
  providing any reason. In this case full registration fee 
  will be refunded.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE :

www.apiar.org.au

EVENTS DATES

Abstract

Early bird registration deadline 10th Jun 2019

Regular registration deadline 21th Jun 2019

Full Paper submission deadline
(Optional) 5th Jul 2019

Conference dates
2nd  & 3rd 

of Aug 2019

1- Strengthen your professional ties: this may lead to  
publications and job opportunities – an invaluable 
opportunity for post-PhD professionals.

2- Receive feedback and constructive critique on your 
ideas: benefit from the audience engaging with your 
content rather than focusing on your punctuation and 
references.

3- Refine your communication skills: move from your 
“isolating” research experience to a more collaborative 
and exchange of perspectives.

4- Participate in our conference and publish your research 
directly through the conference proceedings and journals. 
Don’t miss this great opportunity to get your work out 
there!

We invite you all to participate in our 
conferences where you can :

31th May 2019


